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Abstract

Visual relationship detection aims to understand real-world interactions between object pairs by detecting
visual relation triples written in the form of (subject, predicate, object). Previous work has explored the
use of contrastive learning to generate joint visual and language embeddings that aid the detection
of both seen and unseen visual relation triples. However, these contrastive approaches often learned
the mapping functions implicitly and did not fully consider the underlying structure of visual relation
triples, limiting the models’ use cases and their ability to generalize to unseen compositions. This
ongoing work aims to construct joint visual and language embedding models that can capture such
hierarchical structure between objects and predicates by explicitly imposing structural loss constraints.
In this short paper, we propose VLTransE, a novel embedding model that applies translational loss in
conjunction with the visual-language contrastive loss to learn transferable embedding spaces for subjects,
objects, and predicates. At test time, the model ranks potential visual relationships by aggregating the
visual-language consistency score and the translational score. The preliminary results show that the
contrastive model trained with the translational loss constraint can capture hierarchical information
which aids the prediction of not only visual predicates but also masked-out objects, while achieving
comparable predicate prediction results to the model trained without the translational loss.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the visual world is essential for many modern machine learning tasks including
visual question answering [1], image retrieval [2], and image captioning [3]. Visual relationship
detection (VRD) [4] aims to facilitate such understanding by bridging the gap between low-level
visual information and high-level symbolic visual relation triples, written in the form of (subject,
predicate, object). Given the successful performance of deep neural networks in low-level
perception tasks such as object classification and object detection, multiple works [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
for VRD have built neural classification models that directly predict the visual predicate from the
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input image and text, achieving state-of-the-art results on the VRD benchmarks [4, 9]. However,
these methods have two main limitations. First, the models learn directly from the dataset
distribution, making them susceptible to dataset biases and limiting their ability to generalize
to rare compositions of visual relation triples at test time. For example, the classification model
can detect (person, riding, horse), while struggle to detect (person, riding, cow) or (person, riding,
dog). Second, these models are optimized on a narrowly defined task in the given benchmarks,
making it difficult to extend the model’s use case beyond the given task and domain.
To address these two issues, this research approaches the problem from a different angle.
Instead of tackling the VRD problem as an end-to-end classification task, this work assumes
the graphical structure of these visual relation triples, interprets this structure as a knowledge
graph [10], and formulates the VRD problem as a knowledge graph completion problem [11].
However, unlike traditional knowledge graphs that are based on factual knowledge bases, the
knowledge graphs here are represented by a set of visual entities and their interactions, where
the nodes are subjects and objects grounded in the image through bounding boxes, and the
edges are the relation predicates that exist between pairs of subjects and objects [12]. In the
current literature, such formulation of a knowledge graph is also called a scene graph [12], and
the task of knowledge graph completion is called scene graph completion [13].
Central to the scene graph completion is the idea of scene graph embedding (SGE), which aims
to build embedding models that transform the entities and relations into low-dimensional vector
spaces while preserving the structure of the original knowledge graph [10]. Such embedding
approach is beneficial to VRD in two ways. First, because these embedding spaces preserve the
graphical structure, unseen relations can be inferred by aggregating the relevant neighbors’
features [14]. Second, like any other knowledge graph, a scene graph can be augmented with
other domain-specific knowledge graphs [15, 16] or common-sense knowledge graphs [17, 18]
during training, allowing the model to make out-of-domain inferences at test time.
In this work, we aim to perform scene graph embedding using the contrastive learning
approach [19, 20], which learns representations by pulling together the target vector (or anchor)
and a matching (positive) vector, while pushing apart the anchor from non-matching (negative)
vectors. We believe that such contrastive approach can help us construct a better scene graph
representation that can be transferred to other downstream tasks while giving us more control
over the output embedding spaces. Thus, this short paper proposes VLTransE (Figure 1), a
visual-language contrastive scene graph embedding model that preserves the local structure
of the graph through the use of translational loss constraint [21]. At test time, the model is
evaluated on the predicate detection task and tail entity (object) prediction task (Figure 2). The
preliminary results in Tables 1 and 2 show that the method performs reasonably well on both
tasks, while Table 3 shows that the model trained with translational loss can achieve comparable
predicate prediction results to the model trained without translational loss on unseen triples.

2. Related Work
This section presents a review of the work related to compositional grounding of visual concepts on language [9], with an emphasis on visual relationship detection and scene graph
representational learning through the use of contrastive learning and translational embeddings.

Visual Relationship Detection aims to capture real-world interactions between subject
and object pairs (e.g person-riding-horse), allowing the model to detect not only objects but
also relations between objects. However, due to the large number of potential real-world
interactions, existing visual relationship datasets including VRD [4] and Visual Genome [9] are
often sparse and unbalanced, where common relationships occur more frequently than rarer but
plausible ones. While Lu et al. [4] and Yu et al. [5] have shown that leveraging language biases
can help the models learn co-occurrences statistical priors, such approaches often limit the
model’s generalization ability and prevent the model from dealing with the variability of visual
appearances. Thus, other works [22, 23] have interpreted VRD as a zero-shot detection task,
and uses contrastive learning to construct joint visual and language embedding spaces that can
be transferred to detect unseen visual relation triples. Here, [22] emphasizes the importance of
analogy transfer, which is a downstream neural network module that leverages compositional
embedding parts to compose novel visual relation triples. While our method also constructs
distinct subject, object, and predicates embedding spaces using contrastive learning, the entire
pipeline is trained end-to-end and the method focuses on the use of translation scoring functions
(Figure 2) to rank the predicates instead of having a separate downstream network.
Contrastive Learning focuses on minimizing the distance between the target embedding
(anchor) vector and the matching (positive) embedding vector, while maximizing the distance
between the anchor vector and the non-matching (negative) embedding vectors. Recent work on
contrastive learning have shown that discriminative or contrastive approaches can (i) produce
transferable embeddings for visual objects through the use of data augmentation [20], and (ii)
learn joint visual and language embedding space that can be used to perform zero-shot detection
[24]. Given the sparseness and long-tailed property of scene graph datasets, application (i) of
contrastive approach can help the model learn better visual appearance embeddings of (subject,
object) pairs under limited resource settings. Moreover, in application (ii), contrastive learning
gives a clearer separation of the visual embeddings and language embeddings compared to the
traditional black-box neural fusion approaches [25, 26], giving us more control over both the
symbolic triples input and the final output embedding spaces.
Scene Graph Embedding and Translational Embedding. The above task of constructing
joint transferable visual and language embedding spaces for (𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) can
also be interpreted as a scene graph embedding task. Here, a scene graph is a graph-based
formulation that explicitly models objects, attributes of objects, and relationships between
objects [12]. Because a scene graph can be interpreted as a knowledge graph, common knowledge
graph embedding techniques [27] can also be used for scene graph embeddings. Thus, inspired
by translational embeddings [21], H. Zhang et al. [6] builds a model called VTransE that predicts
the visual predicate by assuming the translational properties of the (𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)
triples, where EMB(subject) + EMB(predicate) ≈ EMB(object). Similar to VTransE, the model
proposed presented in the present paper also enforces the translational loss constraints to
preserve the local graph structure. However, instead of training an end-to-end softmax predictor,
the method here uses contrastive learning with negative sampling to learn the three separate
visual-language embedding spaces.
In the preliminary research reported in this paper, we aim to perform zero-shot visual re-

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed model. Red, black, and blue colors represent subject, predicate, and
object respectively. The blue FC rectangles are independent fully connected layers with RELU activation
function. The final output of the model consists of six embeddings with three visual embeddings (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 ,
and 𝑣 𝑜 ) and three language embeddings (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , and 𝑤𝑜 ). These embeddings are then trained on two
𝑣𝑙
𝑣𝑙
𝑇𝑟
𝑇𝑟
set of losses: (𝐿𝑣𝑙
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗 , 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑗 ) are the visual-language consistency losses, while 𝐿𝑣 , 𝐿𝑤 are the
translational losses for visual and language embeddings triples.

lationship detection through the use of scene graph embedding, where we construct three
separate visual and language embedding spaces for subject, predicate, and object using contrastive loss. While there are multiple contrastive loss functions [28, 29, 30], the visual-language
contrastive loss in this work uses triplet margin loss, where one anchor vector of one modality
is contrasted against one positive and one negative vector of the other modality. To preserve the
local structure of the scene graph during embedding, the method also enforces the translational
loss constraint separately in the language triplet embeddings and the visual triplet embeddings.
While translational loss only preserves the first-order proximity or local structure of the scene
graph, we believe that this method can be extended to other scene graph embedding techniques
in the future.

3. The VLTransE Architecture
This section describes proposed architecture and outlines the details of the current implementation. The general architecture consists of three modules: (1) the Visual and Spatial Module
that generates visual embeddings based on the extracted features from the images and bounding
boxes’ coordinates (Figure 1, left), (2) the Language Module that learns contextualized token
embeddings which changes according to the context of the input triples (Figure 1, right), (3) the
Loss Functions that enforce translational losses to preserve the first-order graph structure
and visual-language contrastive losses to ensure the consistency between the (visual, language)
embeddings pairs (Figure 1, center).

Figure 2: Test Time Scoring Functions. Red, black, and blue colors represent subject, predicate, and
object respectively. 𝑑(x,y) computes the cosine distance between 𝑥 and 𝑦, and the distances are ranked
in an ascending order. in (a), 𝑛 is the number of predicate classes in the dataset. In (b), 𝑒 is the number
of object classes in the dataset.

3.1. Visual and Spatial Module
Visual Module. One of the main sub-tasks of visual relationship detection is to detect subjects
and objects from a given image, and extract their visual features for downstream embeddings.
Given the success of CNN-based architecture [31] in learning image representations from large
scale pre-training, the visual feature extraction module in this work uses Faster R-CNN [32]
pre-trained on the COCO 2017 dataset. In the current implementation, Faster-RCNN consists of
a shared ResNet-101 backbone network [33], a region proposal network (RPN), and a region of
interest (ROI) detector. Thus, given the ground truth subject, object, and union bounding boxes,
the visual features are extracted from the shared backbone and a region of interest pooling
operation, yielding 𝑧 𝑠 , 𝑧 𝑜 , and 𝑧 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 respectively.
Spatial Module. The model also extracts spatial information from the subject, object, and
union bounding boxes to incorporate spatial and position priors. Similar to J.Zhang et al. [7],
given the three boxes 𝑏𝑠 , 𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 , 𝑏𝑜 in [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑤, ℎ] format, where (𝑥, 𝑦) is the starting coordinate
and (𝑤, ℎ) is the width and height of the box, the spatial encoder generates a 22-dimensional
feature vector:
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The spatial feature vector in Equation (3) then goes through two fully connected layers to get
the final 64-dimensional spatial embedding, 𝑠𝑝 .

These extracted visual and spatial feature vectors are then passed through three separate neural
networks to generate the subject, predicate, and object embeddings. For the subject and object
embeddings, the visual feature vectors go through three fully connected layers with RELU
activation function to get 256-dimensional embedding vectors, 𝑣 𝑠 and 𝑣 𝑜 . Similarly, the union
feature vector, 𝑧 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 , is first concatenated with the spatial embedding, 𝑠𝑝 , before going through
three fully connected layers with RELU activation function to get the 256-dimensional predicate
embedding vector, 𝑣 𝑝 .

3.2. Language Module
For the language module, the model also learns three separate neural networks for subject,
predicate, and object that map the pre-trained language features toward the final joint visual
and language spaces. Here, the architecture uses BERT [34] instead of word2vec [35] as our
pre-trained language encoder to leverage the contextualized information from the entire triplet.
We believe that contextualized encoders like BERT are beneficial for visual relationship detection
because the same predicate can have different meanings under different (subject, object) contexts.
Thus, after extracting contextualized feature embeddings from BERT, and passing them through
the three separate neural networks, the final output are three 256-dimensional embedding
vectors: 𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , and 𝑤𝑜 .

3.3. Loss Functions
The model uses triplet margin loss as the primary metric loss function, although this can be
replaced with other contrastive loss functions [28, 30]. Here, cosine similarity is used as the
distance metric 𝑑 for all triplet margin loss functions.
Visual and Language Consistency Loss. Using triplet margin loss, the following loss function
aims to bring the three positive visual embeddings (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 , 𝑣 𝑜 ) closer to the three positive
language embeddings (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑜 ), while pushing apart negative pairs. To reduce the number
of equations, the loss function in Equation (6) or 𝐿𝑣𝑙 is applied separately for the three subject,
predicate, and object heads. Therefore, given the set 𝑉 = {𝑣, 𝑤} of positive visual and language
embedding pairs, the set 𝑉 𝑣− = {𝑣 − , 𝑤} of negative visual with positive language pairs, and
𝑉 𝑤− = {𝑣, 𝑤− } of positive visual with negative language pairs, the triplet losses are:
𝐿𝑣𝑙
𝑣 =
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where [𝑥]+ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑥) denotes only the positive part of the input, 𝑚 denotes a margin of 0.2,
and 𝑑 is cosine similarity distance metric. 𝐿𝑣𝑙 is applied correspondingly for objects, subjects,
and predicates pairs.

Translational Loss. To enforce the structural priors of visual relation triples, the model also
enforces the translational loss on the visual embeddings and language embeddings. Thus given
a set 𝑆 of valid triples (𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜), and 𝑆 − of randomly selected negative triples (𝑠′ , 𝑝′ , 𝑜′ ), the
translational losses are defined as:
𝐿𝑇𝑣 𝑟 =
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Here, the predicate embeddings act as the translational vector between the subject and object
embeddings. Thus, the final combined loss function is defined as:
𝑣𝑙
𝑣𝑙
𝑇𝑟
𝑇𝑟
𝐿 = 𝐿𝑣𝑙
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗 + 𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑗 + 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝐿𝑣 + 𝐿𝑤

(9)

Test-Time Inference. To perform test-time inference on the generated visual and language
embeddings, the evaluation algorithm computes the cosine similarity distances between the
visual embeddings and language embeddings, and ranks them to select the top predictions.
Depending on the evaluation task, different embedding parts of (subject, predicate, object) can be
used (Figure 2). In this paper, we evaluated the model on two tasks: (i) the predicate prediction
task, and (ii) the tail entity prediction task.
For the predicate prediction task (Figure 2a), both the ground truth bounding boxes and
labels for subject and object are given. Thus, given the ground truth bounding boxes and
an image, the three visual embeddings (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 , 𝑣 𝑜 ) for subject, predicate and object are first
generated by the visual and spatial module (Figure 1, 1). For the language modality, due to the
usage of BERT contextualized encoder, the evaluation algorithm first enumerates all possible
(𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑖 , 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) triples where 𝑖 ∈ (0, 𝑛) and 𝑛 is the number of predicates. These
triples are then passed through the language module (Figure 1, 2) to generate 𝑛 language
embeddings triples, (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑜 )𝑖∈(0,𝑛) . Thus, given the visual (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 , 𝑣 𝑜 ) embedding triple
and the language (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑜 )𝑖∈(0,𝑛) embedding triples, the visual-language consistency score
for the predicate is computed as:
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝑑(𝑣 𝑝 , 𝑤𝑝 )

(10)

and the translational score is computed from:
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑑(𝑣 𝑜 − 𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑤𝑜 − 𝑤𝑠 )

(11)

These two scores are then multiplied to get the final ranking score
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 * 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙

(12)

For the tail entity prediction task (Figure 2b), only the ground truth bounding box for subject
and ground truth labels for subject and predicate is provided. Thus, without the ground

truth object bounding box, the union box is set to be the subject bounding box. Therefore,
given the image and the subject bounding box, the visual and spatial module (Figure 1, 1)
generates the visual embeddings (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 ) for the subject and predicate. Similarly, from the
subject and predicate ground truth labels, the evaluation algorithm first enumerates all possible
(𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖 ) triples where 𝑖 ∈ 𝑒 and 𝑒 is the number of object classes. These
triples are then passed through the language module (Figure 1, 2) to generate (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑜 )𝑖∈(0,𝑒)
embedding triples. Given the visual (𝑣 𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑝 ) embeddings and the language (𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑜 )𝑖∈(0,𝑒)
embedding triples, the translational score function is computed as:
(13)

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑑(𝑣 𝑠 + 𝑣 𝑝 , 𝑤𝑠 + 𝑤𝑝 )

4. Preliminary Results
This section evaluates the performance of VLTransE on the VRD dataset, which contains 4000
images for training and 1000 images for testing. In total, the VRD dataset contains 100 object
classes, 70 predicate classes, and 37,993 relationships.
Table 1
Predicate Prediction Results on VRD test set
seen and unseen triples
scoring function
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑

Recall top@1
15.21
6.83
18.64

Recall top@5
36.71
26.01
43.75

unseen triples only
Recall top@1
3.93
4.62
6.33

Recall top@5
16.60
16.25
22.58

Table 2
Tail Entity Prediction Results on VRD test set
seen and unseen triples
scoring function
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Recall top@1
10.72

Recall top@5
33.80

unseen triples only
Recall top@1
3.51

Recall top@5
14.37

Table 3
Comparing the model trained with and without translational loss
seen and unseen triples
model
without translational loss
with translational loss

Recall top@1
24.18
18.64

Recall top@5
44.20
43.75

unseen triples only
Recall top@1
7.10
6.33

Recall top@5
22.07
22.58

Evaluation. All evaluation results are computed using the recall metric on the top 𝑛 ranked
items. For the predicate prediction task, Table 1 shows that by multiplying the visual-language

consistency score (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ) and the translational score (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) instead of
using just the visual-language consistency score, the performances of the model when detecting
all predicates and unseen predicates improved by 22.6% and 61% respectively on Recall top@1
metric, and by 19.2% and 36% on the Recall top@5 metric. In table 3, it shows the model trained
with the additional translational loss performs poorer than the model trained without the
translational loss constraint when evaluated on the entire test set. However, the results between
the two models become comparable when evaluated solely on unseen compositions of visual
relation triples.
With the additional translational structural loss, the embedding space can now be extended
to tasks other than visual relationship detection. Here, we evaluated the model on the tail entity
prediction task, where the goal is to infer potential objects given only the subject and predicate
ground truth label. The results shown in Table 2 indicate that the model can perform reasonably
well given that no additional visual information is provided.

5. Discussion and Future Work
Visual Relationship Detection is the cornerstone of many modern machine learning tasks that
require a comprehensive understanding of the visual scene. Current contrastive distance metric
approaches in learning joint visual-language embeddings for VRD often rely on neural networks
learning the necessary transformations implicitly without any structural constraints. To this
end, we propose VLTransE, a contrastive visual-language embedding model that preserves
the first-order structure of the graph through the use of the translational constraint. While
the results shown in Table 3 indicate that additional constraints can interfere with the model
learning process and reduce the model’s performance on the given VRD benchmark, Table 1
and 2 show the versatility of the embeddings, where the same embedding space can be used
for tasks other than visual relationship detection. While the initial results of the model’s first
iteration is reasonable, further experiments are needed to see the failure corner cases and verify
the impact of language biases.
There are certain limitations with the proposed approach that we want to explore in future
research. First, the translational loss can only preserve the first order proximity of the scene
graph, where only intermediate neighbors features are used, limiting the expressiveness of the
embedding spaces. Thus, we might consider extending the method to other graph embedding
techniques that consider not only the local structure, but also the global structure. Second,
the method shown here uses random triplet selection for the contrastive losses, which could
prevent the model from converging to the optimal solution. Therefore, future work may consider
other contrastive loss functions and negative sampling techniques. Finally, while the method
induces the graphical structure in the final output embedding spaces, it remains open on how to
effectively visualize these embeddings or transfer them to create a more explicit representation.
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